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THE LIVING1
Alain de Vulpian has left us with the following message:
Observe the living, it regenerates itself, it creates autopoiesis, let life doing things, life leads to complexity,
the randomness leads to metamorphosis. Managing complexity does not mean simplification, but rather
simplexity:
The future cannot be decided, but by working on our « socioperception capacity », we can be better prepared
for the different possible futures.
But our rationally educated minds have difficulty in coping with the uncertainties of life: the reactions to the
pandemic are an example.
One of the great themes Alain was working on, as a socio-anthropologist, was the interconnections in the
Homo Sapiens brain between rational, emotional-relational, sensory and spiritual networks. For him, perhaps
for the first time in Human history, we had never made our brain and body working so well together.
This booklet is both an illustration of the paths of humanist metamorphosis that Alain had described and that,
at the bifurcation point, we are experiencing, as well as an illustration of the risks that could block this
metamorphosis.
The crises we are experiencing are avatars of a process of human being metamorphosis that induces a
profound change in all the frameworks of thoughts, actions and inactions to respond to the fundamental
issues by knowing how to apprehend the complexity of the situation in order to act opportunely. Certainties
and usual patterns of thought must be questioned by being ready to deconstruct representations in order to
better build new ones in phase with the present and the future. Alain has made us aware that, with his ability
to unite emotions and reason, empathy and understanding of socio-systems, Homo sapiens become an
opportunistic strategist. He is a « socio-perceptive », that is to say, more capable than previous generations
of perceiving chains of events, of spotting the weak signals announcing blockages, fluctuations or
bifurcations, of considering the possible impacts of such and such actions on happiness and on future
scenarios. The Homo Sapiens mental process is reminiscent of what Alain Berthoz calls simplexity: one of the
remarkable inventions of living beings that allows them to deal very quickly with extremely complex situations
by taking into account past experience and anticipating possible futures in order to perceive the essential and
act in the moment.
Happymorphose for him was: "to take care of the humanist metamorphosis".
Spread this booklet around you, we are waiting for your reactions to illustrate the ways of what can be the
humanistic metamorphosis.
Irène Dupoux-Couturier and Yves Le Floc’h Soye, co-presidents Happymorphose
www.happymorphose.com
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I. WHAT ARE WE LEARNING FROM AMERICAN ELECTIONS?
FROM A MECHANICAL SYSTEM TO A LIVING SYSTEM
REFLECTIONS ON THE CHANGE OF US LEADERSHIP, "THE CHAUFFEUR","THE DRIVER"
by Göran Carstedt, former Volvo and Ikea head
An American friend of ours expressed some months before the US election, that she hoped for Joe Biden to
become the next US president. “He is not a visionary leader and he might not be very charismatic, but he is
the driver, the chauffeur, that is going to take us home again”, was her thinking.
Now the American people has made their choice. From an inner voice, preferring decency, compassion and
collaboration, they have chosen a “We can” instead of an “I can” leader. There is something profound in this
choice.
Donald Trump came to power by mobilizing under the “Make
America Great Again” promise, using a classical war strategy,
identifying the enemies, like “the swamp”, the media, China and
others. All of this backed up by constant lies and the attempt to
remove any idea of objective journalism. All news is fake. All
politicians lie. There is no objective truth. So it does not matter if
he tells blatant lies because everyone is lying. Facts and science
do not matter.
All this made possible by the new media landscape driven by hunting for “clicks”. In this landscape lies and
insults draws much more attention than truth. The viral power of social media outpace deeper analysis.
Money rules.
There are many things to be said about the “I can” leadership from Donald Trump. He fits well into a
mechanical worldview, where he promise to fix all problems by taking actions. Demonstrating his power by
signing decision orders in media shows. Making “deals” like building walls, stopping immigrants, cancelling
and renegotiating international agreements, cutting taxes, bringing home soldiers, dismantling the
government and important governmental institutions etc. Pushing buttons, pulling levers as if this would
change the world in the desired direction. It is a mechanical framework, seeing the world, our society, our
organizations and people as machines.
This thinking is an old Newtonian worldview, building on the assumption that complete understanding of the
universe was possible through analysis, by taking systems apart and believing that systems can be described
as linear cause and effect relationships. A mental model that has deeply influenced our way of thinking also
when it comes to how we see organizations. Organizations as machines, with department by department,
and with managers that are expected to steer and control by verticals. Expected to “drive change, to drive
innovation” or “to change the corporate culture”, as if it was a spare part to be replaced.
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Complicated mechanical systems can be predictable and we act on them. However, accepting the fact that
society and organizations are complex social systems, we see something else. Complex social systems are
hard to read and cannot be explained or predicted by looking at individual parts. We have to act with them
and they can be highly resistant. The more we push the more resistance we get, leading to unintended
consequences that often ends up making the original situation worse.
Management concepts like implementing, imposing, teaching, telling comes from a mechanical mind set,
while concepts like co-creation, learning and listening are more in focus when seeing leadership as a social
transformation process. A process of creating meaningful and trustful relations.
We can see many examples of unintended consequences, from Donald Trump’s quick fix actions, “to make
America great again”. From a European perspective, Trump´s attacks on Europe and on the US-Europe
alliances, has made more for European unity than years of political discussions within Europe. Trump´s
attacks on China and Chinese tech companies, like Huawei, has mobilized China to fast forward their own
technological development. In the end, Trump´s leadership style has moved him out of the White House. The
ultimate unintended consequence, helped by a virus on which denials and threats doesn´t work.
Over time lies cannot win. Already the ancient Greeks did understand that a society, in order to keep together
over time, has to build on leadership pursuing the following four dimensions of progress.
Pursuit of truth (science, education), pursuit of planning (providing resources), pursuit of good (ethics) and
pursuit of aesthetics (beauty, creation, fun). Without a balance of these four dimensions, it is only a matter
of time until such development crackles.
The reaction to Donald Trump´s “I can” arrogant attitude
and autocratic mechanical leadership style, using dividing,
attacking and lying as tools, has created separation and fear.
Fear and hate in American politics has therefor now gone to
abnormal levels. When republicans were asked if they
would be unhappy if their child would marry a democrat, 5
% answered yes in 1960 and 50 % today. A telling example
of a situation that ultimately goes against what people see as a desirable state of mind. That is why, I think,
the inner voice of the majority of the American people has spoken and the Biden/Harris ticket has wone.
The pandemic crisis has become a “close to death experience”. Many people has felt or do feel fear and a
deep concern for their own lives or for people close to them. It is well known, that after such a “close to
death experience”, people do see their life in a different way. Things that earlier was in the background,
taken for granted, is coming into the forefront. I am alive, how do I really want to live my life. You start seeing
the world with the lens of the living.
With such a lens of the living, the ecosystem, nature, biology, the need for collaboration becomes suddenly
concepts we are forced to become aware of. Or as Gregory Bateson asked himself – “What pattern connects
the crab to the lobster and the orchid to the primrose and all four of them to me? And me to you?” A way of
thinking, a systems way thinking, that suddenly no longer is so academic.
When we start seeing the world as open living and self-organizing systems, emergence with bifurcations
instead of planned futures, do become our focus of interest. That is what Gregory Bateson, Ilya Prigogine,
Humberto Maturana, Francisco Varela, Fritjof Capra, Alain de Vulpian and others so well has helped us
understand.
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The fact that this virus is biological, makes us see our biological dependence and makes us aware of how far
we are from the selfish idea that we humans would be in control of nature or in control of other people. The
great myth of our Modernity, that has to be dealt with.
We have to learn how to live with complexity and we have to settle with our mechanical, Newtonian
worldview and the myth of being in control. We are living a time with deep and rapid change. Something old
is cracking and exhausting itself, while something new is painfully trying to be born, to quote Vaclav Havel.
The recent decades of globalization has created great progress but also many looser. Many people feel being
left behind. People that are fearful, want to be taken care of. Something that creates an expectation of ”the
strong leader”. Many are looking upwards today, with the hope that someone should take control.
Biden/Harris represents a very different way of thinking and leading. Instead of creating separation and fear
they are trying to address individual and collective aspirations. They want to recreate a sense of community,
uniting instead of dividing. With a “We can” mentality they hope to be able to invite competent and
passionate people to build a strong team around a shared vision of a more desirable, collaborative and caring
future. As a shepherd, a healer or as the chauffeur that can take us home again. Or a gardener addressing
the balancing processes, making sure there is enough water and nutrients. Wishful thinking or not, but that
is what we can and should hope for.
However, it will definitely not be easy. The polarization is very deep
and there are many groups that have legitimate reasons to feel
disappointed, marginalized and abandoned We are living in scary
times with so many parallel crisis around us. I often come back to our
common friend Dee Hock and his prophetic observation back in 1997
in his book ”The Birth of the Chaordic Age”.
“We are at that very point in time when a four-hundred-year-old age is rattling in its deathbed and another
is struggling to be born. A shifting of culture, science, society and institutions enormously greater and swifter
than the world ever experience. Ahead lies the possibility of regeneration of individuality, liberty, community
and ethics such as the world has never known, and a harmony with nature, with one another and with the
divine intelligence such as the world has always dreamed.”
“Unfortunately, ahead lies equal possibility of massive institutional collapse, enormous social carnage, and
regression to that ultimate manifestation of Newtonian, mechanistic concepts of organization – dictatorship
“
Fulfillment or collapse, a question that also our SOL friends Alain de Vulpian and Irene Dupoux-Couturier is
pondering, in their book on the humanist metamorphosis. Where we will be heading, no one knows, but we
all can make our own choices. There has always been and there will always be a battle between good and
evil, or as it is stated in this wonderful parable:
One evening an old Cherokee chief told his grandson about a battle that goes on inside people. He said,
“My son, the battle is between two wolves inside us all.
“One is Evil. It is anger, envy, regret, greed, arrogance, self-pity, resentment, bitterness, blame and
meanness.
“The other is Good. It is joy, peace, love, hope, humility, kindness, empathy, generosity, truth, and
compassion.”
The grandson thought for a minute, and then asked his grandfather, “Which wolf wins?”
The old Cherokee simply replied, “The one you feed.”
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So let us live with that question and that answer, at this time when so much is at stake. Evolution and
emergence as concepts of how our future is forming towards fulfillment or collapse, as a collective process
of something that now wants to be born, a movement from below to be midwifed into being.
Which process will we feed?
Things we normally have taken for granted and not given appropriate recognition, is now being seen and
valued. A pandemic, like this drama, is helping us as a society and as individuals, to see who we really are.
Helping us see our interdependence, how dependent we are of each other and how dependent we are of
our mother company – our ecosystem. Hopefully can this new awareness be with us going forward.
Hopefully it also can help us understand that we are not in control of our development and evolution, the
way we do want to believe. Understanding that our mechanical world view is a myth. The emperor is revealed
without cloths.
Hopefully we can hear more from the good stories about how we live well together, about our capacity for
community and about our ability to mobilize for one another.
If we can see these last turbulent years as a phase of an ongoing metamorphosis, it helps us see a bigger
picture: “l´avenir”, that Arie de Geus often wanted to reflect on. A perspective on the future, that does place
the metamorphosis into the center of what we now are experiencing.
Many things can and should be learned from these four years of Trump leadership and from this ongoing
pandemic. How could all this happen to us? What does this tell us of our world today and our view on good
leadership?
It gives definitely a lot of food for reflections and learning.

THE AMERICAN ELECTIONS : SIMPLICITY VERSUS COMPLEXITY
AN EXAMPLE OF A BURGEONING METAMORPHOSIS
by Kevin Dolgin
We live in interesting times. While this is purported (inaccurately) to be a Chinese curse, it can also be seen
a portent of a humanist metamorphosis. No metamorphosis can occur without turmoil, one need only
consider the transformation to adulthood. Just as adolescence is both exciting and frightening – not to
mention objectively dangerous – so do we find ourselves reeling in the wake of confusing and distressing
news. But this is a sign of adolescence: we have existed as a species for over 300,000 years, yet “civilization”
has only been around for a scant 10,000 or so. Our societies are therefore perhaps only now emerging from
childhood, shivering with confusion, unsure of the future and without parents to guide us.

Nowhere has this been more evident recently than in the realm of American politics. In a way, the Trump
phenomenon can be seen as a kind of childlike regression, a push-back from the entire concept of maturity
and responsibility: why concern yourself with difficult, grown-up issues like climate change and global
inequality? Why worry about others? Why try to cooperate with anyone outside your immediate social circle?
The pubescent child is tempted to reject that evolution and retreat to simpler, more comforting paradigms,
to close their eyes to the suffering of others and try to recapture the ignorant bliss of hiding behind their
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mother’s skirt. In other words, as the pressure to evolve intensifies, so does the rejection of metamorphosis
and when a loud, authoritarian father figure announces that everything is simpler than we were told and we
need only hide behind his bluster the allure of this message can be tempting for many.

Aside from Peter Pan, though, no one can remain a child forever. Eventually, the grown-up world tears down
the best defenses. The question is just how tumultuous will that process be?

On November 6th, the United States demonstrated that
on the whole, the population was ready to accept a
more responsible, grown-up, complicated reality. The
meaner angels of our nature responded in force and
even stormed the seat of government one month later,
but once the dust settled and the smoke cleared, the
Trump presidency was over, although the strife remains.

Which, then, is going to prevail moving forward? Donald Trump exhorted a crowd of his supporters to march
down Pennsylvania avenue to “take back our country”, from those who would nudge it onto a more humanist
path, away from the “America first” philosophy so dear to his red-hatted followers. There then erupted the
chaos we all witnessed. Is this a portent of dark days ahead?

For those who are at all familiar with the opinions of Happymorphose or with the work of Alain de Vulpian,
it is clear that Trumpian sentiments and the actions of his followers are anathema to the idea of a humanist
metamorphosis. On the surface, they provide a counter-example to the “weak signals” of societal evolution
that are central to the concept of metamorphosis. Certainly, the inward-focused, “us vs. them” mentality
championed by Trump, allied, as it is, with fundamentalist religious ideology and virulent individualism is
quite contrary to humanist ideals and to socio-perceptivity. While Trump was defeated, the violent reaction
of his followers, the refusal of many to accept defeat, and the reluctance of the Republican establishment to
repudiate him may well be a sign that there is a shift away from humanist ideals.

On the other hand, Trump did lose, and soundly, receiving 9% fewer votes than his adversary. While this still
leaves 74 million people who voted for his anti-humanist agenda, they represent a minority and the
democratic voice of the American people soundly rejected that agenda. Is this not a sign that the slow but
steady progression of a humanist metamorphosis has nudged itself back on track?

Part of the answer may lie in consideration of how this political turn-around came about.

While the echo chambers of the internet reverberate with disinformation, conspiracy theories and vitriol,
the internet as a whole allows people of disparate backgrounds to share more enlightening ideas as well. This
has led to an ever-greater shift into grassroots movements, largely fueled by internet-based organization.
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For example, Lissy Romanow, of the political movement
Momentum, recently wrote in the Stanford Social
Innovation Review:
“The good news is that the weakness of American political
institutions has given birth to a range of powerful new
movements in recent years. An increasingly energized civil
society is taking action to deliver democracy where elected
officials fail. People of all ages have been organizing in
recent years, evidenced by the unprecedented scale of
Occupy, the anti-Trump Resistance, and the Movement for
Black Lives.”
On a personal note, my own mother, who is 82 years old, has become increasingly politically active and
volunteered substantial time to the League of Women voters in their efforts to inspire women to vote in the
2020 election. She states: “what was I thinking years ago? I should have been aware of what was going on.
For example, why didn’t I react in 1968, with Nixon and Agnew, why didn’t I voice an opinion at the time?
Now I have more education, more access to information and news, a broader scope of people I know, both
those with whom I agree and those with whom I disagree, and this leads me to want to do something positive
in the world.”

Do these examples represent “weak signals” of humanist metamorphosis, and if so, do they speak louder
than the violent signals of anti-humanism that include confederate flags being brandished in the capitol
building? Personally, I think they do. It is far easier for simplistic, populist, anti-humanist groups to make
noise. The meme-centric world in which we live favors short, easy to understand sound (and video) bites and
the homogeneous nature of anti-humanist groups makes it much easier for them to cluster around simplistic
memes. Proponents of humanist metamorphosis have at the center of their philosophy the idea of inclusion
and socioperceptivity. By nature, therefore, their ideas and pronouncements are complex and nuanced.. not
the stuff of placards and gifs. It is easy to brandish a sign saying “MAGA” or “STOP THE STEAL” but how does
one carry a sign indicating a readiness to sit and listen to another human being and discuss their concerns?
And yet, consider the way society has changed over the last few decades. Not so long ago same-sex marriage
would have been unthinkable, and indeed, not so many years before that, marriage between people with
different colored skin was illegal in many US states. One need only go back a hundred years earlier to reach
a time in which it was legal to employ young children in coal mines and just forty years before that to reach
the era of slavery.
In that context, and as part of the historical arc they represent, the examples we see of grass-roots changes
towards humanism may indeed be signals of a burgeoning humanist metamorphosis. After all, the last time
the American political scene took significant steps to shift the nation in a more humanist direction, by electing
a president who was against slavery, America was plunged into the most bloody war in its history. This time
the conflict only lasted hours and resulted in 5 regrettable deaths as opposed to more than a million. In both
cases, though, humanist ideals and their champions were ultimately victorious.
The activists referred to by Lissy Romanow, including my mother, not only believe in but militate for the kind
of metamorphosis of which we speak, agreeing with the sentiments voiced by Martin Luther King Jr. in 1965:
“We shall overcome because the arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends toward justice... we will be
participants in this newness and this magnificent development. If we will but do it, we will bring about a new
day of justice and brotherhood and peace.”
This seems to me to be a signal of humanist change.
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE US ELECTION
REFLECTIONS OF ORDINARY CITIZEN
by Heidi Sparkes Guber
This has been a brutal four years for anyone who loves this country. We have watched our sense of propriety,
decency and relationship with the rest of the world dashed daily to the point that, up to the election, it was
almost impossible to remember the protocols that we always took for granted. We have indeed taken our
democracy for granted. Since the mid 1970’s, less than 60% of the eligible population has exercised the right
to vote. Voting seemed not so mandatory; the sense was always that somehow the right thing would happen
and ‘my vote’ didn’t matter. Though we knew that terrible mistakes had been made from administration to
administration, there was this sense that the US Constitution was in our DNA and it would always protect us.

That changed in 2016 as we watched guaranteed checks and balances bypassed and broken, one by one, by
excessive partisan politics the likes of which we never thought possible. As we approached the elections, I
had already limited most of our television coverage and had decided not to watch the returns. Fortunately,
that position changed as the momentum grew around the campaign. Choosing to watch the returns was like
buying a ticket to a wild roller coaster ride: Do I shut my eyes to get through this stomach-turning experience?
Or do I keep my eyes wide open and dedicate my awareness to observing the ride, as well as my response
moment by moment, with all the interior work that would catalyze. With eyes wide open, I took the ride of
a lifetime - in fact, it’s not quite over yet; and we are awaiting anxiously the US Inauguration on January 20,
when our President-elect is finally officially in office..

This is what I have learned in the process of staying open:

1. Democracy is alive in the United States, but not without conscious participation by those whom it
currently serves. The US Constitution was meant to be a living document. As Thomas Jefferson wrote,
“[E]ach generation” should have the “solemn opportunity” to update the constitution “every
nineteen or twenty years,” thus allowing it to “be handed on, with periodical repairs, from generation
to generation, to the end of time.” In a democracy, if that isn’t happening intentionally through civics
education and ongoing participation in governmental affairs at every level, it will happen through
constitutional crisis.
2. Our current political polarization and impending constitutional crises have worked, though not
without serious damage. This election had the largest voter turnout in the history of the US: as of
November 16 almost 70%, with the top most embattled states over 75%. Even with the pandemic’s
impact on changing election processes, young people (ages 18-29) voted early in massive numbers:
More than 10 million youth cast ballots, either in person or by mail, before Election Day. As the
pandemic dramatically altered the way this election campaign has been run, opportunities to
volunteer have been the most varied ever in the US. Most of my colleagues and friends were involved
in a popular form of volunteer service in which thousands of people called, texted or hand-wrote
personal cards to thousands of undecided voters. Interestingly, their message was about why they
should vote, not about whom to vote for. This was deeply moving for the people I know who
volunteered in this way.
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This election has been a much needed civics lesson for many US citizens, too many of whom have no
idea how the US government works. After the last four years, in which even the President and his
allies seemed not to have a working understanding of their responsibilities, there are significantly
more of us who have a much more direct understanding of what a vital democracy requires.
3. The election outcomes are telling us that “character was on the ballot” and that an excess of 8 million
citizens had had enough of the narcissism, incompetence and cruelty of the current incumbent. This
was a mandate to replace him with a seasoned public servant who is known for his decency and
compassion, as well as his decades of experience in our government.
At the same time, many still voted for their preferred party for congress. As frustrating as that may
be for those who wanted a complete change from the partisan gridlock that follows, it is an
affirmation of the way our democracy is designed to work – as a complex set of procedures designed
to balance majority rule with the expression of minority positions.
One of the most inspiring examples of how sacred the right to vote is in this country, however divisive
the campaigns have been, was the integrity and service of the thousands of volunteers who worked
the polls to ensure that every vote was counted properly. Ordinary citizens from every political
background worked together, transcending their own preferences. There were numerous news
stories of the bipartisan friendships that developed during this time. Equally as inspiring was the
leadership demonstrated by Republican state governors in Michigan, South Carolina and Arizona who
could not be bullied into destroying ballots or supporting unsubstantiated claims that the voting was
fraudulent. Governor after governor, election official after election official, could not be moved
because they knew that their primary purpose was to protect our democracy, not get their party in
office.
4. I was particularly struck during the election coverage with how much data matters to us as a nation,
especially in these times of suppression of the truth. We were given up-to-the minute data in a
thrilling exposition of how each state works the electoral process. Though we were well prepared by
election analysts for the “red mirage’ that would occur due to the unprecedented use of mail-in
ballots - e.g., each state’s choosing whether to count them first or last - It was a grueling exercise in
patience as each state counted their votes. Many of us have emerged with much greater faith in the
process. Even now, as the current administration continues to claim fraud and obfuscate facts, there
is greater trust that the system will work and a renewed understanding of both the features and the
vulnerabilities of the constitutional system that was designed to help us “form a more perfect union.”
There is also a greater commitment on my part about staying closer to the process at a local level.
Now, as the nation with the greatest number of Covid cases and 20% of Covid deaths, when we only
have 4% of the population, even the use of masks has been politicised. It will be an enormous
challenge to bring our people together to enact a unified approach. It’s not that we don’t have the
data to learn from, for the US and for much of the world - we now can see how that everything we
do matters - what we need to do now is support all of us to learn and adapt in real time, so we can
work in accommodation with our national and state health situations as they evolve. In short, we
need to effect a metamorphosis in our own collective thinking. We need to find sustainable ways to
expand socioperception of all our citizens, especially those who feel helpless in the face of our
uncertain future.
We are fortunate to have the right leader as our president-elect Joe Biden. He has decades of experience
working across the aisle with Republicans and Democrats. He is the most socioperceptive politician we’ve
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seen in awhile, with his single focus of practicing empathy, compassion and respect for our demogratic
institutions to bring people together. He expresses a natural and explicit interest in serving all our citizens,
not just those who voted for him, and he has demonstrated repeatedly that he knows what that will take.
This is a leadership style that is so important now, with an authentic humility that calls for learning our way
through these difficult times together.

I have faith that our new administration will follow suit. I have seen that social perception breeds
socioperception, Deep inclusion breeds deep inclusion. Our leaders do indeed influence those who follow,
and I pray that this compassion will touch hearts, dissolve fear and encourage people to live by principle. It
won’t happen right away and it will take every resource we have. We are a painfully divided nation. And the
transformation needs to begin in each of us. What I am finding in myself is that the question, “How in the
world could THEY have voted that way?” is no longer an exasperated exclamation. As I commit to the repair
and reconciliation that is so desperately needed - and that our new president-elect is asking for - I find a
newly emerging curiosity to make that a real question ”How indeed?” and to let the answers become known,
so that we are divided no longer. The Social Action Research question of “How do we do what we do when
we are living and working well together?” has been immensely helpful in each conversation. And there are a
number of us - artists, performers, philosophers, social change leaders - who are coming together throughout
the US to provide conversation spaces socioperception approaches for this to happen.

Finally, in this election period, I have learned how much good company matters. Through this whole
experience, global colleagues have stayed personally in touch with us. At times, it became clear that they
were following the returns more closely than even some of our fellow citizens. I know that this was not just
concern for us, but also because what was happening would impact their lives so deeply, too. there is now a
bond that has been created among us to know and to support each other in our search for wellbeing in each
of our countries as well as in the world at large. Since I have been learning about accommodation and social
action research, I have discovered a new meaning for ‘organizational learning’... If ‘organization’ is indeed
not the structures, but the flow of relationships that create value and wellbeing, then it is my concern to
understand how those coherences work among us and balance the structures that enable that flow. My
metamorphosis comes in that realization.
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II. THE METAMORPHOSIS IN PROGRESS, WEAK SIGNALS
THE AWAKENING OF THE SPIRIT : INTEGRAL HUMAN AND ECOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENTS
Thoughts are progressing, the awareness of nature and the environment which was still weak in the 67s,
when Paul VI's letter on the theme of integral human development was published, becomes the central
subject of Francis' letter "Laudato Si" in 2015. In 2017 a Vatican ministry is now entitled "integral human
development" including the place of Man inside Nature as well as the societal problems of immigration,
poverty... He is deepening this theme in universities spread all over the world. And this joins the Asian and
other spiritualities. After the signing in 2019 (Notebook 7) of the Abu Dhabi agreement between Pope Francis
and the Grand Mufti Shawki Allam of the millenary University of Al Azhar in Cairo, the encyclical "All
Brothers", "Fratelli tutti" (Booklet 10) mentions his name three times, it is translated into Russian...by a
Moscow association of Muslims! In spite of terrorist attacks and wars such as the one in Nagorno-Karabakh,
the common journey of spirituality is illustrated by the historic journey of Francis to Iraq and by the meeting
on the plain of Ur. The awakening of the spirit is one of the last texts by Alain de Vulpian.
(www.happymorphose.com)

The human in the planetary ecosystem. Hubert Reeves - His latest book of
interviews (Parmi des Millions, éditions de l'aube) is a sign of the evolution of
humanism to include the relationship of humans within their planetary ecosystem.
"We must now have an expanded humanism that is aware of this notion of
ecosystem. ...We must invent a humanism in which there are not only humans....
We must extend it to all animals, to all plants, to the whole biosphere, that is to
say to everything that is indispensable to our survival. If we do not stop our
destruction of nature, we will destroy ourselves."

Awareness in higher education institutions
After the new chair at Ecole Polytechnique "Technology for Transition" (Carnet 10), INSEAD is repositioning
« Business as a Force for Good ».
INSEAD leadership professor Gianpiero Petriglieri quotes the "marriage of reason between humanism and
instrumentalism" in business. His vision of tech oligarchs is pungent: "underprepared overachievers". He
publishes articles on LinkedIn and at HBR to argue for the importance of the "humanities" (literature, history,
philosophy, social sciences...) in the education of leaders.
The manifesto of the "30,000 French High School students" is gaining momentum.

THE "GIFT ECONOMY"
- Other types of economic exchanges, inspired by the principle of life, are possible: symbiotic economy,
regenerative economy, economy of links and gift
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- An example of the gift economy: Wikipedia; With the advent of the web, several online encyclopedia
projects were launched, some of which were entirely free. In 1999, Richard Stallman, the father of the
free software movement, outlined the value of a universal, free encyclopedia and learning resource. He
described the birth of Wikipedia as exciting news and his Free Software encourages people to visit and
contribute to the site.
Wikipedia was officially launched on January 15, 2001 to support a similar project but
written only by experts. The organization grew very quickly to the point of replacing
the first project, and then eventually becoming a worldwide project. The encyclopedia
currently has millions of pages and articles written by hundreds of thousands of
volunteers in over two hundred languages.

ADVERTISING IS LOSING ITS GRIP ON INTERNET
This is the year that advertising will lose its grip on the Internet in Wired by Sridhar Ramaswami, ex SVP
Engineering of Google’s Advertising Business now starting a search engine which will operate on a
subscription model.
This article is making some noise in the global tech community - opening up a path to pay/subscription
business models that would change the dynamics of the attention economy and perhaps also the quality of
information - but that could increase inequality.
This is an interesting weak signal to analyze in the context of the power highlighted by the cancellation of
Trump's accounts and QAnon's supporters. But also with the 20th anniversary of Wikipedia, which as a nonprofit enterprise, a form of cooperative, has built globally recognized quality information through donations
and not advertising.

THE COOPERATION AND "NON-FOR-PROFIT or GIFT ECONOMIES" ARE TAKING NEW
FORMS
On January 28, the University of Toulouse Capitole and the Pacte Civique
organized and animated for the third time the « Night of Ideas »; this year the
theme was "Proximity"; it was declined in "Close by the links and the gift in the
heart of the territories".
Among the speakers, the sociologist Alain Caillé who created and animated (for
the last thirty years) the MAUSS review in homage to Marcel Mauss, the socioanthropologist who wrote "Essay on the gift" and showed how some peoples made
it a central socio-economic practice.
We were also able to highlight organizations that practice giving on a daily basis with the most disadvantaged,
such as ATD Fourth World, TZCLD, SNC...and we had in reserve thousands of other donators such as those of
the « facilitators network » (which on facebook gathers 4500 practitioners and consultants who work on
open source, the commons, the "licence creativ" commons, shared governance mechanisms, collective
intelligence processes...and are linked to the « Coopérative des communs »), the networks of the social and
solidarity economy (grouped by MES France), the networks of the symbiotic and regenerative economy
(which are inspired by living practices and are linked to the « Coop des oasis », « the Colibris », and the smart
cities, the « Villes en transition ».
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SYSTEMIC CRISIS, SYSTEMIC RESPONSES - LOCAL EXAMPLES
The great visionaries of previous centuries, such as Charles Darwin, Marcel Mauss, Teilhard de
Chardin, Sri Aurobindo...all practiced transdisciplinary and trans-civilizational research: human
societies are constantly evolving, in spite of a few relapses and blockages, towards a "civilization of
empathy" (Jeremy Rifkin's expression), and they remind us of what Alain de Vulpian used to say:
"Humanist metamorphosis will be brought about by ordinary people".

The global systemic multi-crisis affects everyone, everywhere, and no one, whatever their socio-economic
status, can feel safe anymore (although the most disadvantaged pay the highest price, as usual). The little
virus simultaneously allowed multiple awarenesses:
- awareness in the deep internal potential of each person that allows him/her to live better with
himself/herself, with others, with the planet, and to act daily in this sense
- awareness of the potential of the small groups that have been created by affinity of values and projects,
intentional communities that, in a few years, have spread by thousands in the world and have been
established in many territories where they show concretely how we can live differently, whether it is to
feed ourselves, to live, to heat and light ourselves, to immunize ourselves and to take care of ourselves,
to develop ourselves and to manage ourselves, and to exchange with each other and with the other actors
of the territory
- awareness that other types of economic exchanges are possible
- awareness that new forms of regional, national and planetary governance are now possible.

Many collective actors have emerged in the last ten years and are working on this subject with some
examples:

-

The World Human Forum, a think tank and action-oriented NGO, designed to help build a
better future for all. A global citizens' initiative (originating in Delphi, Greece) that highlights
and interconnects the innovative forces of our planet for the creation of a true ecological
civilization.

-

The Transition Campus, created by Professor Cécile Renouard, at the Château de Forges in Seine-etMarne (France) brings together people from all walks of life, entrepreneurs and associations, on the
theme of the new civilization to be created today and tomorrow that preserves both man and nature.

-

Le Pacte civique which works on the values of fraternity-creativity-sobriety-justice
and how they can be applied at the personal, organizational and societal levels; the
Dialogues in Humanity on subjects that connect human beings on the mental,
emotional and spiritual levels; the Viral Open Space.
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-

In the French Nantes region, a 2nd edition of "New powers, new leaders"; an oasis like La Kambrousse
(ex-Espace Totem), a place of inspiration and experimentation co-created in the Deux-Sèvres by Marc de
la Ménardière, the director of the film In Search of Meaning (12 prizes); the Chalonge estate reinvents
itself on the theme of inner transformation; OpenLande is a "factory of evolutionary projects" and as
such accompanies project leaders with a human and environmental
impact; inspired by and under the leadership of Gunter Pauli, a group of
leaders from the Pays de Loire region has founded the RUPTUR
association and is trying to invent a creative and environmental
economy.

THE EXAMPLE OF VENICE, A REGENERATIVE CITY
The World Human Forum has chosen to support SUMus, an NGO whose pilot project is the regeneration of
the city of Venice, which would serve as an emblematic example of implementation of the new paradigm.
The pooling of knowledge from different human and social sciences, digital engineering, as well as the use of
engineering for the facilitation of the project districts, will contribute to the emergence of territorial
ecosystems of innovation.
Thus, it is the inhabitants themselves who will create the dynamics of the city's regeneration, each one being
an expert in his or her field of life and aspiring to become an actor-creator of his or her future and the future
of his or her children and grandchildren.

THE RISING OF THE "THIRD PLACES", THE "TIERS-LIEUX"
Not your home, neither your business place, the third place is a new mindfulness area,
where new type of activities can be developed for the common good. They are good
examples of the humanist metamorphosis process. Linked to the reader’s reactions, it
will be interesting to enlighten some examples all over the world. The Dennis Sandow’s
hospital example in California can be described as "a Third Place". The next one is an
example from the south of France. At Tournefeuille, near Toulouse (France), an
association of high school and university students has been creating a third-place
equipped with a video and recording workshop that allows the creation of radio
programs oriented towards the creation of activities and services that could be useful
to all the inhabitants....

COOPERATION/COMPETITION :
THE EXAMPLE OF VENDÉE GLOBE (the sailing competition) AND OTHERS WEAK
SIGNALS
A few brief glimpses of an evolving world...
-

The Vendée Globe Challenge, a highly competitive sporting experience that rewards the best and fastest
of modern heroes, has now integrated the gesture of solidarity into its performance landscape. Turning
away to support a companion in danger is no longer an unfortunate stroke of luck but an opportunity.
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This seems to me to be interesting in more ways than one, at this moment in history when they are
alone to be fully confronted with the immensity of freedom of movement.
The decision in itself broadens the rules of the game in a sport whose ferocity and selfishness have been
denounced in the past by some who refused to help sailors in difficulty during races. We have just gone
from tragic situations denounced late to the integration of empathic data in the prize list in a few
decades.
-

All this at a time when, with the pandemic in mind, the pharmaceutical laboratories themselves are
calling on competing production sites to manufacture vaccines. Because it is not only Covid that deserves
that the labs expand their production territories...

-

These are socio-perceptive signals to be supported by sharing them, just like yesterday's few words from
Barack Obama on the call to support democracy. He proposes to think about the way to make social
networks responsible for the way in which everyone can discern the difference between reality and
fiction. This appeal to this great living system that is the web may seem anecdotal and vain repetitive
complaint but we can see, by the links between these three views on the news, as a little more solid
weaving between empathy and action in spaces that seemed closed on themselves.

PEOPLE POWER - GRETA THUNBERG: “WE ARE THE HOPE”.
In a video shared on Facebook, the Swedish activist makes an indictment of world leaders, accused of inaction
despite their fine promises. And calls on Internet users, whom she "invites to be part of the solution". The
ordinary people will save the Paris agreement.

THE IMPOVERISHMENT OF LANGUAGE
Glenn Albrecht is a prolific philosopher of neologisms, preoccupied with
putting new words to the ills of our modernity. By cataloguing with new
concepts the emotions, negative or positive, that accompany our awareness
of the degradation of the Earth's habitability, he hopes to provide tools to
guide action, i.e., to foster "eutierrie" (a feeling of the Earth as a benefactor),
and to create dynamics for working together to protect or restore ecosystems
at the scale of local communities.
The Vincent Avenzi, chief poetic officer, aims to "change the world by
changing the words": in line with this transformation.
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"It is we, the people in our diversity, ordinary people and leaders,
manual and intellectual, young and old, learned and ignorant,
women and men... who, through our actions and inactions, fuel the
metamorphosis and build the new society."
Alain de Vulpian
Boussole des possibles

This booklet is the work of a few Happymorphose watchmen. A collective that includes, in
particular, Anne Beaufumé, Anne Bonlarron, Göran Carstedt, Patrice Degrave, Georges Dhers,
Kevin Dolgin, Irène Dupoux-Couturier, Férial Furon, Sophie Juin, Amina Khairi, Sean Lafleur,
Yves Le Floc’h Soye, Laurence Lucas Skalli, Irène Papaligouras, Heidi Sparkes-Guber, MarieChristine Villagordo.

LET'S CONTINUE WHAT AMERICANS CALL "CONVERSATION"
OBSERVE WEAK SIGNALS IN YOUR ENVIRONMENT
Spread this booklet around you, let your reactions be as numerous as possible
to illustrate the ways in which humanistic metamorphosis can be.

BECOME A MEMBER OF HAPPYMORPHOSE
WWW.HAPPYMORPHOSE.COM
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